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The Devil is in 
the Details
The TPP’s Impact on the Canadian Automotive Industry

Introduction

The Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP), signed by twelve Pacific 

Rim countries at a formal ceremony held in Auckland, New Zealand in ear-

ly February 2016, now awaits ratification by each country.1 A U.S. House of 

Representatives report claims the TPP is the largest regional trade agree-

ment in history and “one of the most important trade agreements ever for 

the global automotive industry.”2 The 12 member countries (Australia, Brunei 

Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, 

Singapore, the U.S., and Vietnam) constitute a potential market of 800 mil-

lion consumers of automotive products. Together they account for 30% of 

global auto production and include four of the world’s top 10 automobile 

producers: the United States, Japan, Mexico, and Canada.3 A number of 

other Asia Pacific countries, including South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Indo-

nesia, and the Philippines, which each have significant automotive indus-

tries, have signaled their future interest in joining the TPP. It is widely an-

ticipated that China, currently the world’s largest producer of automobiles, 

may also eventually seek membership.
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If ratified, the TPP will likely be a game changer for the global automotive 

industry. Some commentators have argued that tariff reduction is one of the 

least important aspects of the agreement. In the case of the automotive in-

dustry, however, tariffs — especially the detailed rules of origin (ROO) that 

govern the levels of regional content-value (RCV) required for vehicles and 

automotive parts to qualify for preferential tariff treatment — are of prime 

importance.4 These rules are likely to have a significant impact on future 

firm strategies and what, where, and how automotive products will be pro-

duced within the wider TPP region.5 This paper assesses how such TPP-in-

duced changes might affect the Canadian automotive industry.

Reactions to the Automotive Provisions in the TPP

Estimates in the media of the potential impacts of the TPP on the Canadian 

automotive industry range from a loss of over 24,000 automotive jobs, through 

virtually no impact, to a significant increase in Canadian vehicle production 

and employment.6 Industry stakeholders are split in their reaction to the 

agreement. The Canadian Motor Vehicle Association (CVMA), which repre-

sents the so-called Detroit Three (D-3) automakers — General Motors, Ford, 

and Fiat Chrysler — in Canada, expressed concerns over what they view as 

unequal terms in the deal, citing in particular Canada’s pledge to reduce tar-

iffs more quickly than the United States.7 Ford Canada’s CEO, Dianne Craig, 

publicly denounced the deal, stating “there will be no positive outcome for 

Canadian manufacturing.”8 In contrast, the Japanese Automobile Manufac-

turers Association of Canada (JAMA) endorsed the deal as a significant vic-

tory for Canadian-based automotive producers and consumers.9

Unifor, the union representing autoworkers in Canada, argued that elim-

inating tariffs on assembled vehicles will result in an influx into North Amer-

ica of vehicles from Japan and displace vehicles and parts previously made 

by Canadian-based assemblers and parts producers. Furthermore, very low 

RCV requirements for some parts will facilitate increased offshore sourcing 

and radically disrupt existing North American supply chains.10 In this con-

text, it is worth noting two earlier studies that used econometric modelling 

to assess the impact of possible free trade agreements (FTAs) on Canadian 

and U.S. automobile production and employment.11 Both studies conclud-

ed that trade liberalization would have only a modest negative impact on 

domestic automotive employment due to the displacement of domestically 

produced vehicles by increased imports. However, both focused solely on 
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the impact of the removal of vehicle tariffs and did not consider impacts that 

might arise from changes in ROO and required RCV. As we shall see, these 

issues are of crucial significance in the case of the TPP.

In testimony before the House of Commons’ international trade commit-

tee, the Automotive Parts Manufacturers Association (APMA) bluntly stated 

that, in its current form, the TPP “fails the auto supply sector, specifically 

the prospects of its small and medium-sized members and the Canadian-

based production growth capacity of its larger members — it [the govern-

ment] must approach ratification with caution.”12 The APMA criticized the 

Canadian government’s handling of the negotiations, stating “no one in a 

position of authority invested in industry consultation before being dealt 

a terrible hand by major trading partners.... Canada, and reportedly Mex-

ico, handed over its negotiating obligations in automotive manufactur-

ing rules of origin, safeguard measures and snap backs to the U.S. in bilat-

eral discussions with Japan.” This latter comment reflects the conflict that 

erupted when, at a ministerial TPP meeting held in Maui in July 2015, Can-

ada and Mexico rejected the automotive ROO that formed part of a bilateral 

side-deal cut with Japan by the United States without consulting its NAFTA 

partners.13 This became a key issue that prevented finalizing the TPP agree-

ment at that meeting.

Canada’s Automotive Industry

Automobile production involves a highly complex and sophisticated manu-

facturing process. The end product — a motor vehicle assembled by an ori-

ginal equipment manufacturer (OEM) — is built from literally thousands of 

discrete parts and subassemblies supplied by a vast array of different firms 

organized into complex supply chains and production networks. Automotive 

parts manufacturers are commonly referred to as Tier 1, Tier 2, or lower tier 

suppliers, terms that refer to the commercial distance between the OEM 

automaker and supplier within the supply chain. Parts suppliers in Can-

ada comprise: (1) foreign-owned, and especially U.S. and Japanese, global 

parts producers; (2) a handful of Canadian-owned parts producers, such as 

Magna International, Linamar, and Martinrea, that have a global footprint, 

and; (3) a large number of Canadian-owned small and medium-sized Tier 

2 and Tier 3 firms that primarily feed assembly plants and higher tier com-

ponent producers in both Canada and the United States.
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Geographically, all ten Canadian vehicle assembly plants and over 90% 

of parts plants are concentrated within a narrow corridor in southern On-

tario stretching from Windsor in the west to Oshawa in the east. This cor-

ridor is the cross-border extension of, and functionally highly integrated 

with, the long-established automotive production region centred on the U.S. 

Great Lakes states of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin. To-

day, this regionally integrated production system competes for new North 

American automotive investment with more recent production complexes 

that have developed in the southern U.S. and in Mexico.14

From its very beginnings in the early 1900s, trade policy and trade agree-

ments, especially in relationship to the United States, have played a signifi-

cant role in shaping the Canadian auto industry.15 One of the most influential 

was the Auto Pact, a managed free trade agreement negotiated with the U.S. 

in 1965, which facilitated the rationalization of Canadian automotive pro-

duction and its full integration with the U.S. While the Auto Pact permitted 

tariff-free trade in automotive products between the two countries, value-

added content requirements guaranteed specified minimum levels of pro-

duction in Canada. Continuing access to the U.S. market was secured by the 

Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (1989) and by NAFTA (1994), which also 

led to full integration of Mexico into the North American industry.

Following several decades of sustained growth in output and employ-

ment, Canada’s automotive industry faltered in the early 2000s. Only one 

new vehicle assembly plant has opened in Canada and five D-3 plants have 

closed since 2002. By 2008, annual output was a third lower than the peak 

of 3.06 million vehicles attained in 1999, and employment in the combined 

assembly and parts sectors fell by 20% between 2000 and 2008. Canada’s 

overall automotive trade balance, which had been positive for decades, 

turned negative in 2007.16 The decline culminated in the 2008–09 crisis, 

which forced GM and Chrysler into bankruptcy restructuring in both Can-

ada and the U.S.17 Since 2009, the restructured North American automotive 

industry has rebounded: the United States and Canada both recorded re-

cord vehicle sales in 2015, U.S. vehicle production has recovered substan-

tially, and Mexico has experienced a surge in new assembly plant invest-

ment. In comparison, however, the recovery of production in Canada has 

been muted.18 Recently Greg Keenan reported in the Globe and Mail that, 

in 2015, vehicle production stood at 2.28 million and automotive employ-

ment had recovered by just 16% from the 2009 trough compared with a re-

covery of 65% in the U.S.19
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Until the TPP comes into force, Canada’s automotive trade continues to 

be governed by existing rules regarding levels of NAFTA RCV required for 

duty free movement of automotive products between Canada, Mexico, and 

the U.S., and by existing tariffs on automotive trade with other countries 

(Table 1). Under NAFTA, the RCV requirement for cars and light vehicles, 

engines, and transmissions measured on a net cost basis is set at 62.5% and 

at 60% for other automotive parts. Vehicles built in the U.S. and Mexico that 

fail to meet the NAFTA RCV and vehicles built outside the NAFTA bloc incur 

a non-preferential tariff of 6.1% when imported into Canada. Since the late 

1990s, automotive parts destined for OEM assembly in Canada have entered 

duty free, while aftermarket parts incur a duty of 6%. The corresponding 

non-preferential tariffs levied by the United States are 2.5% for cars, 25% for 

pick-up trucks, and 3.1% for OEM parts.

Canada is reliant on the U.S. market for over 90% of its vehicle and auto-

motive parts exports (Tables 2A and 2B). This means that any assessment of 

the automotive provisions in the TPP must take into account not only their 

direct impact on Canadian automotive production, but also the indirect im-

tAble 1 Current Non-Preferential Tariffs and TPP Tariff Phase-out Periods: 
Canada, U.S., Mexico, Japan, Malaysia, and Vietnam 

Country Product Current Non-preferential Tariff Tariff Phase-out Period under TPP

Canada

Vehicles 6.1 Five years in steps

OE Parts Zero

Aftermarket Parts 6.0 Immediate

United States

Cars 2.5 25 years starting in year 2020

Trucks 25.0 In Yr. 3020

Parts 3.1 Immediate on 87% of parts

Mexico
Vehicles 30.0 Immediate

Parts 0 to 5 Immediate on majority of parts 
and five years in steps on others

Japan
Vehicles zero

Parts zero

Malaysia
Vehicles 30.0 13 years

Parts 30.0 Immediate

Vietnam
Vehicles 70.0 12 years

Parts 27.0 11 years

Source TPP Agreement, Chapter 2, Annex 2-D
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pact caused by TPP-triggered changes in levels of automotive production in 

the United States.21 Surprisingly, relatively few Canadian-made vehicles or 

parts are exported to Mexico. Canadian automotive trade with the eight TPP 

countries other than the U.S., Mexico, and Japan is minuscule, although 

imports of automotive parts to Canada from two aspiring future TPP mem-

bers — China and South Korea — have risen sharply in recent years.

tAble 2A Canada’s Trade in Motor Vehicles: 2005 and 2015 (NAICS 33610)

Destination of Motor Vehicle  
Exports by Value (%)

Source of Motor Vehicle  
Imports by Value (%)

Total Motor Vehicle  
Trade by Value (%)

2005 2015 2005 2015 2005 2015

United States 98.4 97.7 65.6 60.1 86.8 81.2

Mexico 0.9 0.8 7.36 13.5 3.25 6.4

Japan 0.1 0.01 12.8 7.2 4.6 3.2

Other TPP Partners 0.1 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.01

EU 0.3 0.1 8.7 12.7 3.3 5.7

South Korea 0.0 0.03 5.3 5.9 1.9 2.6

China 0.02 0.7 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.4

Rest of World 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.7

All Countries 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source Industry Canada Strategis Online Trade Database

tAble 2b Canada’s Trade in Automotive Parts: 2005 and 2015 (NAICS 3363 + NAICS 326193)22

Destination of Automotive  
Parts Exports by Value (%)

Source of Automotive Parts  
Imports by Value (%)

Total Automotive Parts  
Trade by Value (%)

2005 2015 2005 2015 2005 2015

United States 92.3 92.0 80.5 66.8 84.8 74.8

Mexico 2.0 4.4 6.9 13.3 5.1 10.4

Japan 0.3 0.1 4.5 4.9 3.0 3.3

Other TPP Partners 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.5

EU 1.6 1.5 3.1 3.6 2.6 2.9

South Korea 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.5 0.3 1.0

China 1.3 0.7 2.3 5.7 1.9 4.1

Rest of World 2.1 3.8 1.8 0.9 2.0 2.8

All Countries 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source Industry Canada Strategis Online Trade Database
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Potential Impact of TPP Automotive Provisions 
on Automotive Production in Canada

The TPP is a complex agreement with regard to the automotive industry with 

its highly integrated and dynamic supply chains. The roughly 600 pages that 

address the automotive industry include sections on tariff removal, “rules 

of origin,” specified minimum levels of TPP RCV, and several important bi-

lateral automotive side agreements between the United States and Japan, 

Canada and Japan, and the United States and Malaysia.23 For a vehicle or 

component to qualify for preferential tariff treatment it must “originate” in 

the TPP region; to “originate” it must contain a specified minimum level of 

RCV or be sufficiently processed within the region. Rules of origin are a high-

ly technical and arcane aspect of trade law, but as Harvard Law School’s 

Mark Wu notes, one that “greatly influence exporters’ decisions on the sourc-

ing of upstream components.”24 The complex TPP automotive rules of ori-

gin will have a larger impact on automotive production and jobs in Canada 

than tariff reductions.

Tariff Elimination: Vehicle Exports

The Canadian and U.S. governments and other TPP supporters emphasize 

that, by phasing out tariffs, the agreement will provide improved access to 

TPP markets and opportunities for export growth by North American–based 

vehicle and parts manufacturers. The growth of North American automotive 

exports solely as a result of tariff reductions, however, is likely to be modest 

at best. Only two TPP countries with commercially significant markets — Ma-

laysia and Vietnam — still have high import tariffs on automotive products 

(Table 1). While significant, the elimination of these tariffs will not occur 

for some considerable time. North American automotive products import-

ed into Japan incur zero or very low tariffs and have done so since 1978.25

The challenges faced by the D-3 in the Japanese market, the third lar-

gest automotive market in the world, are due not to tariffs per se but to an 

array of non-tariff rules and regulations:

Japan has long been the most closed auto market among industrialized na-

tions, with imports from all countries constituting just 6% of the Japanese 

market. Although Japan currently imposes no tariffs on imports, it has ef-

fectively shut out foreign imports through a range of non-tariff barriers that 

include unique, Japan-specific safety and environmental regulations, high 
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auto-related taxes, zoning laws and other obstacles to establishing dealer-

ships, service and repair center (sic) for foreign cars.26

Prior to Japan formally joining the TPP negotiations, the United States 

and Japan reached a series of agreements addressing non-tariff issues.27 The 

side agreements establish an accelerated dispute settlement procedure for 

the automotive sector including a mechanism to “snap back” tariffs on both 

vehicles and parts as a remedy. The U.S. Industry Trade Advisory Commit-

tee, however, reports that key auto industry stakeholders in the U.S. remain 

skeptical with regard to whether these commitments will result in a great-

er D-3 presence in the Japanese vehicle market.28

Tariff Elimination: Vehicle Imports into the NAFTA Bloc

Any increase in vehicle imports from Japan will further squeeze D-3 North 

American market share and/or displace vehicles assembled in North Amer-

ica by Japanese automakers. Any reduction in North American vehicle pro-

duction has attendant negative consequences for North American parts 

supply chains. How likely is this to happen? Currently Canada levies a 6.1% 

tariff on vehicles imported from outside NAFTA while the U.S. places a 2.5% 

tariff on cars and a 25% tariff on trucks.29 TPP tariff elimination schedules 

vary between member states (Table 1). With tariffs scheduled to phase-out 

over five years, Canada has one of the shortest transition periods. The U.S. 

tariff phase-out on vehicles imported from Japan is much longer — 30 years 

for pick-up trucks and 25 years for cars — and also back-loaded. Thus, any 

impact on U.S. vehicle production caused by tariff elimination on Japanese 

imports is unlikely for at least two decades whereas the negative impact on 

Canadian vehicle production could be felt within five years.

Some safeguard for domestic production is provided by a separate Can-

ada–Japan side agreement in which Canada reserves the right to reinstitute 

tariffs for up to 12 years following the phase-out period should there be a 

surge in vehicle imports from Japan.30 The side agreement also contains a 

further snap-back provision allowing Canada, for a period of six years fol-

lowing the phase-out period, to reinstitute tariffs for a 100-day period if auto-

makers are found to be in non-compliance with TPP obligations.

The significant difference between Canada and the U.S. in the phase-

out period for tariffs on vehicles imported from Japan conceivably could ad-

versely affect new vehicle assembly investments by Japanese automakers in 

Canada. In the case of the U.S. an incentive persists for up to 30 years in the 
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case of pick-up trucks for Japanese automakers to build vehicles in North 

America for the U.S. market rather than import them from Japan.  In con-

trast, any tariff-related incentive to build vehicles in Canada rather than im-

port them from Japan disappears within 5 years.

Tariff Elimination: Automotive Parts Exports

Under NAFTA, Canadian-based suppliers exporting to the U.S. enjoy duty-

free preferential access to the U.S. as compared to the 3.1% tariff levied on 

U.S. imports of non-NAFTA parts. Canadian parts exports are heavily weight-

ed toward the United States (Table 2B). As soon as the TPP comes into force, 

the tariffs on 87% of auto parts including engines, brakes, and transmissions 

entering the U.S. will be eliminated. This will expose Canadian-based parts 

producers to increased competition for the U.S. market from TPP suppliers 

outside of NAFTA. As we shall see below, Canadian suppliers will likely come 

under further competitive pressure owing to the TPP’s complex RCV rules. 

The removal of U.S. tariffs on parts imported from overseas also will remove 

the current advantage that Canadian-based assembly operations enjoy due 

to the zero tariff on parts imported for assembly in Canada.

TPP Rules of Origin (ROO) and  
Regional Content-Value (RCV) Requirements

A single set of RCV rules apply to all TPP member states. For assembled ve-

hicles and certain “key” parts, including engines and transmissions, 45% of 

their net cost must originate from within the TPP in order for the vehicle or 

part to receive preferential tariff treatment. The vast majority of automotive 

parts fall into groups requiring either 40% or 35% RCV (Table 3). A num-

ber of potential consequences flow from these ROO and RCV rules, but it is 

important to remember that the ROO only come into play if the exporter is 

claiming preferential tariff treatment under the TPP.

a. Impact on Vehicle Imports into Canada

Once the current 6.1% non-preferential tariff on vehicles is phased out in five 

years, a vehicle built in Japan (or in any other TPP country) will enter Can-

ada duty free as long as it contains at least 45% TPP content. The remain-

ing 55% could originate from lower-wage non-TPP countries such as China, 

Thailand, or Indonesia. Any lowering of vehicle production costs, coupled 

with the elimination of the tariff, potentially makes imported Japanese-built 
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vehicles, for example, more price competitive in the Canadian market.31 Im-

ported vehicles could displace domestically produced vehicles and have an 

attendant negative impact on both domestic assemblers and their compon-

ent suppliers.

Through their well-developed supplier networks that extend into China, 

Thailand, and Indonesia, Japanese automakers source growing volumes of 

parts from non-TPP countries for assembly into vehicles in Japan (Table 4).32 

This is why Japan sought lower TPP RCV thresholds in order to ensure that 

such vehicles would qualify for TPP tariff preference.33

tAble 3 TPP Regional Content-value Requirements: HS Codes

HS Code Product Percent TPP RCV Net Cost Method

HS 8407.33-34 Piston Engines for Motor Vehicles 45

HS 8408.20 Diesel Engines for Motor Vehicles 45

HS 8409.91 Parts for Spark Ignition ICEs Nes. 35

HS 8409.99 Parts for Diesel Engines Nes. 35

HS 8703 Cars 45

HS 8704 Vehicles for Transport of goods 45

HS 8706 Chassis Fitted with Engine 45

HS 8708.10 Bumpers and Bumper Parts 45

HS 8708.21 Safety Seat belts 45

HS 8708.30 Brakes and Brake Parts 45

HS 8708.40 Gearboxes (Transmissions) and Gearbox Parts 45

HS 8708.80 Suspension Systems and Parts (incl. Shock Absorbers) 45

HS 8708.94 Steering Wheels, Steering Columns and Steering Boxes 45

HS 8708.29 Parts and Accessories of motor vehicle bodies (incl. stampings, 
door assemblies, seat covers and floor mats, rear spoilers)

40

HS 8708.50 Drive Axles with Differential 40

HS 8708.95 Airbags with Inflator System 40

HS 8708.99 Other Motor Vehicle Parts (for power train, universal  
joints, wheel hubs, cooling system frames)

40

HS 8707.10 Bodies for Motor Cars (Stampings) 35

HS 8708.70 Road Wheels and Wheel Parts and Accessories 35

HS 8708.91 Radiators 35

HS 8708.92 Mufflers and Exhaust Pipes 35

HS 8708.93 Clutches and Clutch Parts 35

Source TPP Agreement Chapter 3, Annex 3-D
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b. Impact on Vehicle Production and Trade within the NAFTA Bloc

Under NAFTA, vehicles currently built in North America must contain at 

least 62.5% RCV originating from the U.S., Canada, or Mexico to qualify for 

duty free movement between the three countries. Following the tariff phase-

outs, the TPP will permit duty free movement for vehicles containing as lit-

tle as 45% TPP RCV. There is no limit on how much of this 45% can origin-

ate from TPP countries such as Japan, Vietnam, or Malaysia. The remaining 

55% can come from non-TPP countries anywhere in the world, including, 

for example, China, Indonesia, Thailand, or India.

At first glance, there is a difference of 17.5 points between the RCV re-

quired for vehicles under the TPP as compared to NAFTA. The actual differ-

ence, however, may be more or less depending on the different RCV calcu-

tAble 4 Shares of Japanese Automotive Parts Imports (HS Codes) 
from China, Thailand, Vietnam, and Indonesia: 2008 and 2014

HS Code Description China Thailand Vietnam Indonesia

Total Value 
of Imports 
US$ 000’s

2008 2014 2008 2014 2008 2014 2008 2014 2014

‘870810 Bumpers and parts for motor vehicles 8.0 31.4 3.6 4.2 84,418

‘870821 Safety seat belts for motor vehicles 10.2 27.9 85.2 50.9 165,439

‘870829 Parts and accessories of bodies  
nes for motor vehicles

28.5 41.1 10.9 15.2 1,145,819

‘870830 Brakes and servo-brakes and their parts, 
for tractors, motor vehicles

16.4 48.8 1.4 9.6 587,863

‘870840 Transmissions for motor vehicles 2.4 14.9 0.9 2.3 2.7 15.8 0.8 2.2 1,260,871

‘870850 Drive axles with differential  
for motor vehicles

16.7 33.5 19.1 10.3 0.6 4.33 228,225

‘870870 Wheels including parts and  
accessories for motor vehicles

50.0 62.6 9.0 2.3 13.6 12.8 1,370,578

‘870880 Shock absorbers for motor vehicles 8.2 23.8 2.4 3.2 340,652

‘870891 Radiators for motor vehicles 13.3 25.3 7.8 9.7 21.8 13.7 108,025

‘870892 Mufflers and exhaust pipes  
for motor vehicles

22.6 34.2 2.1 3.2 1.4 1.0 121,130

‘870893 Clutches and parts for motor vehicles 14.0 24.6 3.1 3.1 5.0 3.0 0.4 8.5 428,340

‘870894 Steering wheels, steering columns  
and steering boxes for motor vehicles 30.6 28.7 1.2 16.6 6.8 12.6 4.2 1.8 323,771

‘870895 Safety airbags with inflator system and 
parts thereof, for tractors, motor vehicles

19.0 33.6 14.4 16.0 9.4 16.4 640,337

‘870899 Other motor vehicle parts 24.1 39.6 6.7 11.7 2.1 2.6 871,861

Source ITC Trade Map
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lation methods used in the two agreements. Estimating the real difference 

is very complicated and subject to debate, but a NAFTA RCV of 53% (i.e., a 

difference of eight points) probably allows for a more accurate apples-to-

apples comparison with the TPP.34

The complications regarding RCV do not end there. Additional rules 

contained in a special appendix negotiated between the United States and 

Japan, but applicable to all parties, permit the required TPP RCV for vehi-

cles to be even lower than 45%.35 The appendix contains both a list of parts 

(e.g., safety glass, bodies, body stampings, bumpers, and drive axles) and 

a list of operations including complex assembly, complex welding, machin-

ing, moulding, metal forming, casting, extrusion, stamping, laminating, 

and heat treatment. If one of the operations is performed in a TPP country 

on one of the listed parts, the part, which may have originated from a non-

TPP country, is deemed as “originating” and its value counts as originating 

content for purposes of calculating the RCV for the finished vehicle.

Once vehicle tariffs are phased out under the TPP, automakers who to-

day build vehicles in the U.S., Canada, or Mexico for export to NAFTA part-

ners will be able to substitute more parts sourced from low-cost third coun-

tries for parts currently produced and sourced from within the NAFTA region 

and still qualify for preferential tariff treatment of the vehicles. This would 

have an obvious negative impact on production and employment in the Can-

adian automotive parts industry in Canada.

c. ROO and RCV Requirements for Automotive Parts

For automotive parts to enjoy preferential tariff treatment under the TPP, 

the required minimum RCV ranges from 35% to 45% (Table 3). Similar to fin-

ished vehicles, however, the special appendix provides the flexibility to use 

non-originating materials in the manufacture of a part and have those ma-

terials count as originating. A third table in the appendix pertains to auto-

motive parts and includes engines, chassis, bumpers, brakes, seat belts, drive 

axles, steering wheels, and suspension systems. As long as one of the oper-

ations noted earlier is applied in a TPP country to non-originating materi-

al being incorporated into a listed part, the material, subject to a cap set at 

either 5% or 10% depending on the specific part, qualifies as originating.36 

This is an important rule since even a 5% difference in what can count as 

regional content can make an enormous difference to the price competitive-

ness of a component. The rule will force firms to think very carefully about 

where and how to produce particular parts.
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To illustrate the significance of this “flexibility” in calculating RCV for 

parts, the U.S. House of Representatives report uses the example of vehicle 

engines.37 Engines that are subject to “complex assembly” in a TPP country 

may contain up to 10% non-originating material according to the appendix. 

Thus, the required RCV of the engine effectively drops from 45% to 35% and 

the engine will still meet the RCV requirement for preferential tariff treat-

ment even if up to 65% of the engine parts are sourced from outside the TPP 

region. Furthermore, when the engine is built into a finished vehicle, the 

full value of the engine will count toward the 45% RCV required for the fin-

ished vehicle to qualify also for preferential tariff treatment. A similar an-

alysis applies to other major vehicle components such as suspension, steer-

ing, and brake systems.

The flexibility provided by these rules will benefit large global parts pro-

ducers of major automotive components and negatively affect parts producers 

close to the beginning of the supply chain for such components. This helps 

explain the divided support among Canadian automotive parts suppliers for 

the TPP deal.38 The large Canadian-owned parts producers that support the 

deal have established global footprints and will benefit from the flexibility 

of being able to source less expensive parts from outside the TPP region. 

The engine producer, in our example above, will be able to source discrete 

engine parts that contribute up to 65% of the value of the engine from out-

side the TPP region and still meet the required TPP RCV for the assembled 

engine. Currently, under NAFTA the engine-maker is constrained to source 

more regionally by the higher RCV (62.5%) and by NAFTA tracing-list restric-

tions that prevent non-originating engine parts from becoming originating.

On the other hand, lower tier Canadian producers of discrete engine parts, 

and, in turn, their material suppliers, will suffer from the engine producer’s 

increased flexibility to source parts from outside the NAFTA region. In gen-

eral, the further back along the supply chain the parts supplier is from the 

vehicle assembler, the greater the risk that the supplier will lose any pref-

erential advantage currently enjoyed under NAFTA.39

Some commentators argue that tariffs and ROO do not necessarily drive 

sourcing decisions and that the TPP’s lower RCV rules will not have a dra-

matic effect on North American automotive production. For example, Greig 

Mordue, a former senior executive with  Toyota Motor Manufacturing Can-

ada (TMMC), argues that existing NAFTA content requirements have had 

minimal effect on sourcing decisions.40 As evidence he points to the fact that 

vehicles currently built in Canada are well above the 62.5% RCV threshold 

demanded by NAFTA, even though Canadian assemblers have been able to 
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import components from anywhere in the world duty free for at least the 

last 15 years. So why, he asks, will the TPP be any different?

Mordue also suggests that “long supply chains and six-week lead 

times — what you tend to get from far-flung locations — are not consistent 

with lean manufacturing, build-to-order and just-in-time manufacturing.” 

His argument has merit with regard to certain classes of parts. Colour-in-

sequence parts such as seats and fascias are usually manufactured in close 

proximity to final assembly plants, as are vehicle bodies due to their bulk 

and susceptibility to damage in transit.41 The sourcing of complex and highly 

engineered components over great distances may lead to significant delays 

and costs if the supply chain is disrupted or the part is subject to a recall.42

In summary, Canadian producers whose components are relatively com-

plex, do not currently face significant competition from China, and/or for 

which proximity matters more than cost may remain largely unaffected by 

the change in ROO and RCV. Nevertheless, as discussed above, the impact 

will be negative on those Canadian parts producers whose components are 

less complex, face competition from China or other low-cost producers, and/

or for which cost is more important than proximity.

Conclusion

The TPP automotive provisions and rules are complex, especially regarding 

rules of origin and regional content-value. Assessing their potential impact 

on the Canadian automotive industry is complicated by the fact that the in-

dustry is so highly integrated with U.S. production, and so dependent on 

the U.S. market for the sale of both finished vehicles and automotive parts. 

Consequently, one must be mindful not only of the direct impact of the TPP 

on Canadian automotive production, but also the indirect effect caused by 

changes to U.S. production levels. Our analysis suggests the following:

• TPP rules of origin (ROO) and regional content-value (RCV) require-

ments will have a much greater impact on the automotive industry 

in Canada than the removal of tariffs per se;

• growth in Canadian vehicle exports to markets outside North Amer-

ica will be limited at best;

• the very great difference between U.S. and Canada in tariff phase-

out periods on imported vehicles from Japan could favour Japanese 
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automakers locating new assembly investment and reinvestment in 

the U.S. rather than Canada; 

• increased Canadian import penetration by vehicles built in Japan is 

possible with an attendant negative impact on domestic vehicle pro-

duction and, in turn, domestic parts production;

• small and medium-sized Canadian parts makers will face increased 

competitive pressure from parts produced in low-cost non-TPP coun-

tries due to the weaker rules of origin for both vehicles and parts. 

Suppliers furthest from the assembler in the supply chain and pro-

ducing discrete parts for components such as engines, suspension 

and brake systems will be most vulnerable; and

• the same rules will provide new growth opportunities outside of Can-

ada for Canadian-based global parts makers.

While undoubtedly there will be winners and losers, we agree with those 

who assert that the automotive provisions in the TPP, if implemented, will 

have overall negative consequences for automotive production and employ-

ment in Canada.
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